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Insight  into  biological  stress  regulatory  pathways  can be derived  from  high-throughput  transcriptomic
data  using  computational  algorithms.  These  algorithms  can  be  integrated  into  a computational  approach
to  provide  speciﬁc  testable  predictions  that  answer  biological  questions  of interest.  This  review  conceptu-
ally  organizes  a wide  variety  of  developed  algorithms  into  a classiﬁcation  system  based  on  desired  type  oftress response
ranscription factors
ene regulatory networks
lgorithms
rabidopsis thaliana
output  predictions.  This  classiﬁcation  is  then  used  as  a structure  to describe  completed  approaches  in the
literature,  with  a focus  on  project  goals,  overall  path  of  implemented  algorithms,  and  biological  insight
gained.  These  algorithms  and approaches  are  introduced  mainly  in  the  context  of  research  on the  model
plant  species  Arabidopsis  thaliana  under  stress  conditions,  though  the  nature  of computational  techniques
makes  these  approaches  easily  applicable  to a wide  range  of  species,  data  types,  and  conditions.
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. Introduction
Plants are sessile organisms subject to constantly changing envi-
onments. The ability to respond to these environmental changes,
herefore, is key to plant adaptation and survival. An overall goal
f plant abiotic stress research is to develop an understanding
f the molecular components of a single or combinatorial stress
esponse and show how these components interact, enabling
irected genetic manipulations that can enhance stress tolerance
1]. Transcription factors are one of the ﬁrst categories of genes
ctivated in response to a stress [2]. Transcription factor activity
an lead to alterations in activity and accumulation of downstream
ranscription factors and proteins that modulate plant morphology
nd molecular composition. In this way, manipulation of the activ-
ty of just one transcription factor or a small family of transcription
actors can lead to alterations in a transcriptional cascade with
ramatic outcomes. This strategy is the basis for both evolution-
ry adaptation as well as genetic manipulation of stress responses
3,2,4]. Despite a widespread focus on stress-induced transcription
actors and a recent breadth of high throughput data, successful
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genetic manipulations of transcription factors in crop plants that
improve stress tolerance are limited. Identiﬁcation of transcriptio-
nal regulators in the model species Arabidopsis thaliana is a ﬁrst
step to the search for candidates for genetic modiﬁcation in crop
species, yet a number of limitations exist in this identiﬁcation. First,
with 5–10% of plant genomes reported to code for transcription
factors, the number of candidate genes to study is extensive [5–7].
Second, it is difﬁcult to predict the effects of one transcription fac-
tor in isolation and even more difﬁcult to predict combinatorial
effects of transcription factors acting on the same targets or act-
ing in complexes. Finally, the ways in which transcription factor
activity is modulated in response to one stress or a combination
of stresses are complex. In other words, a huge number of possible
experiments exist to test the effect of combinations of transcription
factors under combinations of stresses. Computational approaches
play a critical role in the research process by producing a set of
testable predictions, thus limiting the space of experiments needed
to yield a better understanding of the cascading responses result-
ing from stress. These predictions range from involvement of a
transcription factor in a stress response to detailed descriptions
of transcription factor and target gene interaction dynamics. An
increasing abundance of computational approaches necessitates a
careful evaluation of the utility and application of these tools.
In this review, we summarize and organize algorithms involved
in current and promising computational approaches into 5 cate-
gories (“Types”) based on the type of inference an algorithm aims
under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.
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o obtain from a biological dataset. We  focus on algorithms that
an operate on gene expression data, as this is currently the most
vailable form of high throughput data. We  then demonstrate how
lgorithms from different categories have been combined in the
cope of computational approaches to achieve speciﬁc objectives
ssociated with plant stress response. Additional examples of algo-
ithms that fall into the proposed classiﬁcation system can be found
ither in plant related [8–10] or general computational approach
11–15] review articles. We  build on these reviews by organizing
lgorithms based on their utility and highlighting how inferences
chieved by algorithms in multiple categories can be systematically
ombined to achieve a better understanding of the transcriptional
ascade involved in stress response. We  then discuss how these
lgorithms have been utilized in recent studies to achieve a cer-
ain objective. In this way, researchers aiming to acquire speciﬁc
redictions from an expression dataset can more efﬁciently choose
ppropriate algorithms.
. Background
Environmental conditions in agricultural settings are highly
ariable, leading to suboptimal crop yields and survival rates
16]. The frequency and intensity of environmental extremes, par-
icular drought, heat, and pests are expected to increase with
limate change [1,17,16]. A large number of stress response stud-
es are focused on elucidating transcriptional cascades regulating
esponses to individual and combined stresses. Transcription fac-
ors that play important roles in modulating such cascades are
andidates for genetic engineering approaches and are worthy of
ntensive study.
Gene expression analysis is a widely proposed means of bringing
 greater understanding to all abiotic stress responses for sev-
ral reasons. A large number of genes have altered expression in
esponse to stress and these alterations play an important role in
daptation [18,19]. Expression data is also relatively cheap. Because
f this, high-throughput gene expression datasets have been gen-
rated and are publicly available for a multitude of stresses, both
iotic and abiotic, with examples in A. thaliana including but not
imited to pathogen infection [20–22], cold [23], pH [24], salt [25],
ight [26], and nutrient [25,27–30] stress. Though these studies
re comparable in theory, a few large studies have attempted to
itigate the effects of variations in experimental setup by col-
ecting expression data under different stresses imposed with
therwise identical growth conditions [18] or under combinations
f stresses [31–34]. Analyses of these concurrent and combinato-
ial experiments in particular have revealed distinct patterns of
ifferent stress responses along with some common features, infer-
ing that both general and speciﬁc stress response pathways exist.
or example, analysis of the AtGenExpress database of concur-
ent stress application indicates that some abiotic stresses result
n sustained gene expression alterations and others in transient
lterations [18]. A set of early- and commonly induced genes, rep-
esenting the so called Plant Core Environmental Stress Response
PCESR), includes transcription factors, indicating that a general
tress response may  be transcription factor mediated and likely
ccurs early in stress response cascades [18,35]. Combinatorial
tudies indicate that genes responding to combined stresses are
ften distinct from those responding to individual stresses, high-
ighting a need for both more studies of this type as well as
omputational methods to attempt to predict these emergent
ehaviors [31–34]. Despite these extensive analyses, limited direct
redictions concerning stress pathways have been made and val-
dated. The majority of detailed characterizations of transcription
actors, including direct promoter binding and inﬂuence on tar-
et gene expression, are the result of traditional studies. These Biology 3-4 (2015) 20–29 21
studies are time and cost intensive. Furthermore, since many key
regulators have been found through phenotypic mutant screens,
subtle yet important phenotypes and genes can easily be missed.
Redundancy is expected in critical regulatory mechanisms [36], and
predictions concerning which regulators or mutants to combine
in a genetic engineering strategy would be extremely valuable.
A recent increase in algorithm development and utilization will
help to increase the predictive power in available datasets so that
regulators and combinatorial regulatory mechanisms beyond the
“low hanging fruit” can be identiﬁed. In the following sections,
we describe and organize sets of algorithms and implementations
thereof in experimental approaches, aiming to bring attention to
the beneﬁt of these approaches and facilitate future increases in
frequency and strength of computational biology studies.
3. Classiﬁcation of inference algorithms
Many computational algorithms have been developed for ana-
lyzing gene expression data. We focus here on algorithms capable
of identifying stress related genes, grouping genes by function,
inferring connections between genes, estimating gene interaction
direction and type, and predicting gene expression states and
values in interconnected regulatory networks. These algorithms
differ in complexity and implied assumptions, but can be classiﬁed
based on functionality. We  categorize these algorithms in 5 distinct
groups based on the type of insight they provide to a biological pro-
cess of interest. Depending on research objectives, these algorithms
can either be used separately or as a part of a systematic compu-
tational approach where inferences from algorithms of one type
can be used as input for algorithms of another type. For example, a
computational approach designed to predict gene interactions and
their type based on time course microarray data can be comprised
of 3 algorithms of different types that sequentially process input
data to obtain a desired output (Fig. 1).
The algorithms described can be applied to transcriptomic data
obtained at M time points or treatments (tj, j = 1, . . .,  M)  for a set
of N genes (gi, i = 1, . . .,  N). Examples of such datasets include the
global abiotic stress expression database AtGenExpress [18]. This
database includes datasets for multiple abiotic stress treatments
that are obtained for N ≈ 24, 000 genes at M = 7 time points using
Affymetrix ATH1 GeneChip microarray analysis. Hence, the activity
of each gene can be represented by a set of numbers gi(t1), gi(t2),
. . .,  gi(tM), forming a pattern that is used by algorithms to make
inferences.
Type 1 algorithms attempt to capture genes that are relevant to
a particular condition. Techniques for determining differentially
expressed genes are an example of algorithms falling into this
category [37]. Differential expression techniques work by assum-
ing that signiﬁcant change in transcript levels of a given gene
under stress condition relative to its activity under normal condi-
tions indicates that the gene plays a role in the stress response.
This assumption disregards posttranscriptional modiﬁcations as
alternate means of gene product regulation. Since transcript mea-
surement precision can vary from one experimental approach to
another, statistical tests are often applied to determine the sig-
niﬁcance of the change in transcript levels. Student’s t-test for 2
treatments or ANOVA for a set of treatments are commonly applied
to deduce statistical signiﬁcance. Other differential expression
inference algorithms were developed for large scale experimental
techniques such as microarrays, for which the correlation between
within-array replicates can be taken into consideration [38], or
RNA-Seq, for which count based statistics are more appropriate
[39,40].
Type 2 algorithms aim to identify relationships between genes.
These algorithms work by assuming that genes with “similar”
22 A. Koryachko et al. / Current Plant Biology 3-4 (2015) 20–29
Fig. 1. Conceptual view of the information ﬂow in a computational approach. Biological data is used to identify genes of interest (Type 1 algorithm), infer connections
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between these genes (Type 2 algorithm), and predict types of these connections (Ty
xpression patterns are co-regulated or are part of the same regula-
ory pathway [13]. Techniques like co-expression analysis [41–45]
all into this category.
Common metrics that have been used to assess similarities
etween genes based on their expression patterns include Pearson
orrelation coefﬁcient [42,46–48], Spearman correlation coefﬁ-
ient [49–51], partial correlation coefﬁcient [52–54], Euclidean
istance [55,56], and mutual information [57–59]. These metrics
ypically represent a quantiﬁed measure that establishes a pair-
ise comparison between the expression levels of two  genes, g1
nd g2, across time points or experimental treatments. Kumari
t al. [60] presented a study that evaluated the utility of Spearman
ank correlation, Weighted Rank Correlation, Kendall, Hoeffdings D
easure, Theil-Sen, Rank Theil-Sen, Distance Covariance, and Pear-
on correlation coefﬁcient on transcriptional data for determining
ene association. The authors found that Spearman, Hoeffding, and
endall correlation coefﬁcients were more effective in identify-
ng related pathway genes than others. In contrast, Ma  et al. [61]
laim that based on manual inspection of the expression patterns
f several pairs of TF-target genes, the Gini correlation coefﬁcient
an compensate for the shortcomings of the Pearson, Spearman,
endall, and Tukeys biweight correlations in detecting transient
egulatory relationships between transcription factors and their
argets. Metrics such as area between expression curves [62], Z-
core [63], and others appear in the literature but have not been
xtensively evaluated.
Relationships between individual genes or across established
roups of genes can be generated based on these similarity metrics.
 typical procedure for estimating relationships between individ-
al genes is to set a threshold value and assign connections between
enes whose pairwise similarity value is higher than a selected
hreshold [62,58]. The statistical signiﬁcance of the similarity can
lso be taken into consideration when establishing a connection
57]. Groups of similarly behaving genes are in most cases identiﬁed
sing clustering algorithms. Clustering algorithms apply similarity
etrics to isolate groups of co-expressed genes. k-means cluster-
ng [64], the Markov Cluster algorithm [65,66], biclustering [67],
elf-organizing maps [68], hierarchical clustering [69], and afﬁn-
ty propagation [70] are examples of clustering algorithms applied
o transcriptomic data. Martin et al. [64] applied k-means cluster-
ng, hierarchical clustering, and self-organizing maps to time series
ranscriptomic data from mice. The results suggested that k-means
as able to convey comparable grouping to hierarchical clustering,
nd self-organizing maps (more than 80% agreement) while main-
aining less of a computational load than other approaches. Frey and
ueck [70] showed that the afﬁnity propagation algorithm yields
ore compact clusters compared to k-means in terms of the sum
f intercluster distances which might imply tighter relationships
etween genes in the same cluster.lgorithm).
Clustering has also been used to reduce the complexity of
building transcriptional networks by reducing high dimensional
networks with many genes to lower dimensional networks of clus-
ters of genes or “metagenes”, which represent groups of genes
with similar expression activity. The expression pattern of a meta-
gene may  be deﬁned as the cluster average or the expression
pattern of the gene with the highest sum of similarities with
its cluster members. Some algorithms have extracted metagene
expression patterns ﬁrst by applying principal component analysis
(PCA) or singular value decomposition (SVD) to the overall expres-
sion dataset. The clusters are then assembled based on similarities
between gene and metagene expression patterns [71,72].
Type 3 algorithms aim to infer causal relationships between genes.
Causal inference procedures are often based on the assumption that
a change in one gene (g1) will result in a subsequent change in
another gene (g2) at some later time if g1 activates or inhibits g2
[73–77]. Thus, the approach is similar to co-expression analysis in
that it aims to ﬁnd genes with similar temporal expression pat-
terns. The key difference distinguishing this approach from those
in Type 2 is the assumption that these similarities will occur at a
delay, allowing for inference on the direction of regulation (which
gene comes ﬁrst in a regulatory cascade) in addition to a relation-
ship connection. The equation for Pearson correlation coefﬁcient,
for example, can be modiﬁed to assess this temporal characteristic
by incorporating a time delay. Eq. (1) reﬂects similarity at the delay
of one time unit. The algorithms capture the regulation delay for
a pair of genes by selecting the time unit duration that maximizes
the correlation coefﬁcient [75].
g1→g2 =
∑M−1
j=1 (g1(tj) − g¯1)(g2(tj+1) − g¯2)√∑M−1
j=1 (g1(tj) − g¯1)
2
√∑M−1
j=1 (g2(tj+1) − g¯2)
2
,
where g¯1 =
1
M − 1
M−1∑
j=1
g1(tj), g¯2 =
1
M − 1
M−1∑
j=1
g2(tj+1) (1)
Two sets of similarity values, each corresponding to a range of
delays for a certain direction of shift, are calculated to assess the
strength and directionality of connection in each pair of genes.
Small similarity values, corresponding to a low probability of reg-
ulation, can be removed, leaving the remaining high conﬁdence
connections to characterize genes that have potential causal rela-
tionships. Approaches that use modiﬁcations of the metric in (1)
have been effective for single datasets with 50 and 27 time points
and sampling intervals of 20 min  [75] and for a collection of 18
datasets with 7 time points in each and sampling intervals ranging
from 0.5 to 12 h [78]. Other sample times may  be relevant depend-
ing on the features that exist in the data.
t Plant Biology 3-4 (2015) 20–29 23
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Fig. 2. Boolean network representation in graphical and functional forms. Combi-
nations of transcription factors g1, g2, and g3 inﬂuence expression of each other and
target genes. The state of g6, for example, is inﬂuenced by a combination of g2 and
g3 or by g1 alone.
Fig. 3. Type 5 algorithms output in terms of the system of ODEs and predicted gene
expression dynamics (gi(t)) based on experimental values (gi(tj)). In this example,
the expression pattern of each gene is inﬂuenced by the expression of at least oneA. Koryachko et al. / Curren
Another class of algorithms that infer regulatory interactions
etween genes is Bayesian networks [79,80]. Bayesian networks
re capable of inferring regulatory connections from time course
nd non-time course data. These algorithms attempt to ﬁnd causal
onnections based on Bayes’ rule by explicitly choosing a network
tructure that best describes experimental data. The algorithm
onsiders a network of gene regulations as a set of dependencies
here the probability of expression of a target is conditioned on
he expression of its regulator. These regulations are described as
onditional probabilities. Algorithms then try to ﬁnd a network
tructure that best describes the data based on a scoring function.
dentiﬁcation of the network structure is a computationally inten-
ive problem. Complexity grows exponentially with an increasing
umber of nodes [11]. For example, around 1018 different topolo-
ies arise for a network of only 10 genes [12]. Thus, most of the
pproaches using Bayesian networks concentrate on a small subset
f genes (typically when some portion of a gene regulatory network
s already known) or employ sub-optimal but less computationally
ntense solutions to handle larger networks [11].
Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN) [81,82] incorporate order-
ng information in time course data to allow for feedback loops (not
llowed in standard Bayesian networks). These feedback loops are
llowed by treating expression of the same gene at different time
oints as different nodes. Nodes corresponding to the same gene
re combined after the structure inference procedure. This algo-
ithm leads to an increase in complexity since the number of nodes
nvolved in structure inference routine is a product of the number
f genes and the number of time points.
Type 4 algorithms aim to infer combinations of regulator expres-
ion states that are necessary to result in a particular state of target.
hese algorithms can be conceptualized as a search for a func-
ional relationship between a target and its regulator(s) (gi = f(g1,
2, . . .,  gN)). In this case, a qualitative measure of gene behavior
an be used, with gene expression values represented as either
igh or low, active or inactive, or “ON” or “OFF” to simplify the
roblem. An “ON” state of only a couple regulators may  sufﬁce to
pregulate the expression of the target. This qualitative assumption
llows the use of Boolean networks [83] in Type 4 inference prob-
ems. Expression values in Boolean network inference approaches
re discretized mostly in two states, representing an activity level
t each time point [84–86]. Regulatory connection inference algo-
ithms try to ﬁnd a binary function that computes the next state of
 gene based on a combination of other genes’ states using simple
oolean operations, e.g. AND (&) if more than one regulator should
ave a certain state to inﬂuence a common target, OR (|) if any of
he regulator states sufﬁce for the same purpose, and NOT (¬) in the
ase of repression (Fig. 2). The goal of this approach is to ﬁnd the
implest function for each gene, which is the function that depends
n the fewest regulator genes possible.
A direct approach to ﬁnd the simplest Boolean function that
atisﬁes a given data set is to compare all possible functions capa-
le of generating the observed expression pattern. The number of
oolean functions that can represent the expression activity of a
ene regulated by as many as n transcription factors is 22
n
[87],
aking the problem computationally infeasible for a large (more
han 10) number of genes. Some algorithms use prior knowledge
o conﬁne the number of genes to analyze. Others rely on net-
ork structures inferred by other types of algorithms to conﬁne
he number, type and directionality of possible regulatory rela-
ionships between individual genes or groups of genes. Another
actor constraining the use of Boolean networks in whole genome
ataset analysis is the small number of samples (time points) asso-
iated with most datasets. These small sample sizes typically do
ot provide the diversity needed to uniquely deﬁne relationships
cross a large number of individual genes. For example, for 5 time
oints, which is the median number in typical gene expressionother gene, with some genes (g4) inﬂuenced by their own  expression (feedback
loop).
datasets [88], the number of genes with distinct Boolean expres-
sion patterns is limited to only 25 = 32. Any attempted analysis of
more than 32 genes with such a dataset would result in at least
2 genes with identical behavior which would limit resolution to
groups of genes (e.g. metagenes) as opposed to individual genes.
Type 5 algorithms aim to describe dynamic behavior in a trans-
criptional network. The resulting network representation allows for
the reconstruction of continuous changes in transcripts over time
(Fig. 3). Ordinary differential equations are commonly used to cap-
ture the dynamics associated with gene expression changes [89].
These equations allow for the estimation of gene expression val-
ues at any given time point either between samples (interpolation)
or beyond the last collected sample (extrapolation) [29]. When a
gene regulatory network is represented in terms of linear differ-
ential equations, the instantaneous change in expression of a gene
is related to the sum of weighted expression values of inﬂuencing
genes:
N∑dgi
dt
=
k=1
aikgk, (2)
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here aik represent inﬂuence coefﬁcients. Coefﬁcients for linear
ifferential equations are often inferred using the Least Absolute
hrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) algorithm [90], a modi-
cation of the linear regression approach. When LASSO is used for
DE inference purposes, the changes in expression, i.e. differences
etween expression values at consecutive time points, are approx-
mated by a linear combination of other genes’ expression values.
xpression patterns for target genes are replaced with patterns of
hanges in expression [91–93] to infer inﬂuence coefﬁcients. Given
hat biological processes are assumed to be inherently nonlinear,
inear Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) inference algorithms
or transcriptional networks rely on the assumption that the sys-
em operates close to a stability point [93]. The system may  not stay
lose to a stability point in the case of stress induced responses,
here a plant may  transition from one stable steady state to
nother. Nonlinear ODEs, though potentially more biologically rel-
vant because they do not rely on the steady state assumption,
ypically require the estimation of more coefﬁcients associated
ith nonlinear terms [94]. Coefﬁcient estimation routines for infer-
nce algorithms search the parameter space to ﬁnd coefﬁcients
hat yield solutions closest to measured expression values
95,96].
All of the described algorithms require implementation and
alidation in biological systems in order to assess their utility.
 number of validation techniques exist, depending on the type
f algorithm [97–113]. These validation techniques are visualized
ith key references in Fig. 4. Validation for algorithms of Types 1
nd 2, which predict associations between a gene and a process
r a gene and a group of genes, are limited to analysis of Gene
ntology (GO) enrichment or phenotypes in mutants of transcrip-
ional regulators. These phenotypes range widely depending on the
tress response in question, and could involve extensive experi-
entation to search for a phenotype of interest. A wider range of
echniques exist for algorithms of Types 3–5,  algorithms that pre-
ict relationships between transcription factors and target genes.
hese relationships can be tested indirectly through expression
roﬁling, computationally through promoter analysis, or directly
hrough binding interactions. Given that no “gold standard” vali-
ation technique exists [114], convincing support often involves
he combination of multiple validation techniques, such as expres-
ion analysis and binding activity for a regulator and target of
nterest. Similarly, complex predictions such as those derived from
ype 4 and Type 5 algorithms require a combination of static and
ynamic validation techniques – including expression proﬁling at
ultiple time points, preferably along with determination of bind-
ng activity.
. Computational approaches
Computational approaches are used widely to gain insight into
rocesses underlying plant response to stress conditions. These
pproaches have a similar structure in terms of the types of algo-
ithms they use and differ in the combination of and order in
hich these algorithms are applied. In the following examples, we
escribe how algorithms of different types have been combined in
articular computational approaches to answer research speciﬁc
uestions.
.1. Relevant gene identiﬁcation
A large number of current computational approaches are
ocused on identifying genes that play a key role in a process of
nterest. The importance of these genes is then typically tested
hrough mutant phenotypic analysis. Ma  et al. [56] analyzed a set
f A. thaliana abiotic stress response transcriptome datasets witht Biology 3-4 (2015) 20–29
6 time points to identify stress related genes. The computational
approach started by partitioning each stress dataset into “infor-
mative” and “noninformative” genes using differential network
analysis (Type 1 algorithm). The authors stated that differential net-
work analysis that involves machine learning and training based on
a priori information is more sensitive than differential expression
analysis, which is statistics oriented. The Gini correlation coefﬁcient
was then calculated for pairs of “informative” genes to establish sig-
niﬁcant connections (Type 2 algorithm). Stress related genes were
identiﬁed from the resulting network based on the combination of
33 topology scores obtained from the network of signiﬁcant con-
nections (Type 1 algorithm). The authors validated their algorithm
by performing a phenotypic screen for 89 candidates identiﬁed as
salt stress related. Mutants of 2 previously unreported salt stress-
related genes showed phenotypes.
Dinneny et al. [25] conducted DNA microarray experiments on
A. thaliana root response to iron deﬁcient media with 7 time points
spanning 72 h to identify common stress response behavior pat-
terns. The authors applied differential expression analysis [115] to
identify genes having at least a 1.5-fold change in expression with
a false discovery rate value less than 10−4 at a sampling time point
compared to no treatment (Type 1 algorithm). The analysis showed
that the strongest transcriptional response occurred after 24 h of
treatment. Dinneny et al. [25] then applied the afﬁnity propaga-
tion clustering algorithm [70] to form groups of similarly expressed
genes and thus identify general patterns of gene expression (Type
2 algorithm). Long et al. [28] used the results of this analysis and
screened through mutants of 38 identiﬁed genes coding for coex-
pressed transcription factors. The screens led to identiﬁcation of
important iron homeostasis regulators POPEYE (PYE) and BRUTUS
(BTS).
Lin et al. [30] investigated the effect of phosphate starvation
on A. thaliana root gene signaling using a DNA microarray time
course with 3 time points to infer functional modules in early
transcriptional responses. The authors used differential expression
analysis with the requirement of a 2-fold change in expression with
a p-value cutoff of 0.05 to identify stress related genes (Type 1 algo-
rithm). Additional information from 2671 experimental datasets,
300 of which are root speciﬁc, was used to select 187 root speciﬁc
genes (Type 1 algorithm). The authors used the Multi-Array Corre-
lation Computation Utility (MACCU) toolbox based on thresholding
pairwise Pearson correlation coefﬁcients to obtain 3 functional
modules of stress speciﬁc genes (Type 2 algorithm). To validate the
results, Lin et al. [30] conducted mutant screens on 31 members
of a cluster where most of the genes are known to participate in
root development. Only 5 tested lines did not show a statistically
signiﬁcant root hair length phenotype.
4.2. Gene function elucidation
Another group of computational approaches aim to associate
genes with a speciﬁc function during a process of interest. The guilt-
by-association heuristic [43] is often used to assign a function to an
unknown gene based on known functions of co-regulated genes
(Gene Ontology enrichment). Polanski et al. [48] analyzed six A.
thaliana stress response transcriptome datasets to identify gene
modules showing evidence for co-regulation. The computational
approach revealed 78 modules of co-regulated genes, 71 of which
were overrepresented in Gene Ontology categories and 51 of which
were enriched in transcription factor binding motifs (compared
to 24 and 6 of 78 randomly assigned modules, respectively). The
approach used information about which genes were differentially
expressed in each stress response as an input (previously deter-
mined in other publications using Type 1 algorithms). For each
gene differentially expressed under at least 2 conditions, the algo-
rithm assembled a set of correlated genes for each condition (Type
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 algorithm). A co-regulation relationship in a pair of genes was
stablished if these genes had shared a signiﬁcant number of corre-
ated genes across stress conditions (Type 2 algorithm). The authors
sed Gene Ontology enrichment, promoter analysis, and yeast one-
ybrid protein–DNA interactions to validate the resulting modules
f co-regulated genes.
Ma and Bohnert [116] integrated time course and cell speciﬁc
ranscriptomics data with gene promoter structures to iden-
ify stress related cis-elements in A. thaliana. The computational
pproach used in this work detected known stress related cis-
lements and identiﬁed secondary motifs. The authors combined
biotic and biotic stress, hormone and chemical treatment time
ourses and different light condition samples to create one com-
ined expression pattern of 145 values per gene. Differentially
xpressed genes were identiﬁed by combining the results from
uzzy k-means clustering [117] applied to all gene probes and the
limma’ statistical program [118] which identiﬁed genes differen-
ially expressed in at least one condition (Type 1 algorithm). Fuzzy
-means clustering was  again applied to the resulting set to iden-
ify stress related clusters of genes (Type 2 algorithm). The authors
ssigned functions to clusters based on GO enrichment. Binding
otif analysis using Plant Cis-acting Regulatory DNA Elements
PLACE) database [105] revealed motifs signiﬁcantly overexpressed
n the function related clusters. Further analysis of 22 major clusters
esulted in the identiﬁcation of new DNA regulatory motifs [119].re those typically seen in current computational research approaches, speciﬁcally
4.3. Gene relationship inference
Computational approaches that aim to unravel inﬂuential rela-
tionships between regulators and their targets are less common but
are increasing in frequency. Windram et al. [22] applied a computa-
tional approach to identify transcription factor families operating
at different stages of A. thaliana pathogen defense response. The
authors analyzed transcriptional proﬁles at 24 time points with
4 replicates per time point. The computational approach pre-
dicted gene regulatory interactions, conﬁrmed experimentally or
by binding motif enrichment. The analysis started with assess-
ment of differentially expressed genes based on a combination
of MAANOVA (MicroArray ANalysis Of VAriance) [120], approx-
imate F tests, GP2S (Gaussian process 2 sample) test [121], and
Hotelling statistic (T2) [122] (Type 1 algorithm). Next, a SplineClus-
ter [123] algorithm separated differentially expressed genes into
clusters associated with different stages of stress response (Type
2 algorithm). The clusters were validated by GO enrichment anal-
ysis. Nonparametric modiﬁcation of Bayesian network inference
algorithm [124] was  applied to cluster representatives to infer
regulatory connections between clusters (Type 3 algorithm). The
authors validated the regulatory effect of one of the clusters
through experiments with a knockout mutant line for the tran-
scription factor TGA3. Experimental data showed altered gene
expression in predicted TGA3 target clusters in the tga3-2 mutant,
26 A. Koryachko et al. / Current Plant Biology 3-4 (2015) 20–29
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ransitions, less common but possible with more reliable supporting algorithms, ar
hereas targets regulated by non TGA3 clusters were less affected.
he effect of another transcription factor, ANAC055, was  validated
y binding motif enrichment in target clusters.
Redestig et al. [78] analyzed a set of 18 DNA microarray time
eries corresponding to nine different abiotic stresses with seven
ime points obtained from root and shoot of A. thaliana seedlings
ith the aim of associating stress responsive transcription factors
ith their targets. The authors concluded that their computa-
ional approach delivered a usable number of high-conﬁdence
arget genes (12–59% of identiﬁed true targets) for stress related
ranscription factors. The computational approach identiﬁed stress
elated transcription factors by selecting ones with maximum over-
ll response and maximum change in response satisfying a speciﬁc
hreshold criteria (Type 1 algorithm). Covariance values between
 transcription factor and other genes over a set of delays were
alculated for a set of conditions (Type 3 algorithm). High scores
orresponded to a high probability of regulation.
Krouk et al. [29] conducted DNA Microarray experiments on A.
haliana nitrate response with six time points spanning 20 minutes
o capture a gene regulatory network underlying plant adaptation
o nitrate provision. The inferred temporal model of the reaction
rocess built for 20 cluster representatives resulted in 70% cor-
ect predictions of expression value direction change after the
ast time point in the time course. The computational approach
tarted with ANOVA to identify nitrogen regulated genes (Type
 algorithm). Next, MeV  software [125] was used to separate the
itrogen regulated genes into 20 clusters, eight of which appeared
o have over-represented biological functions (Type 2 algorithm).
he application of LASSO based algorithm to cluster representa-
ives provided coefﬁcients for a system of linear ODEs describing
he dynamics of each cluster (Type 5 algorithm). Predictions on the
irection of change obtained from ODEs were tested by comparing
hem with expression values from a time point that was  not used
or inference purposes.
.4. Summary
As can be surmised from the examples given, algorithms from
ype 1, Type 2, and Type 3 are more common in current experimen-
al approaches applied to plants. The problem of dimensionality
revents the extensive use of Type 4 and Type 5 algorithms for
ndividual genes based on whole genome datasets due to data
equirements for such type of inference [13]. Thus, the dimen-
ion of the problem is typically reduced by limiting a set of genes
o ones known to interact or participate in the same biological
rocess. Recent non-stress related approaches in A. thaliana haveions between algorithms are indicated with blue arrows and perspective future
ated with white arrows.
employed such techniques. Espinosa et al. [126] used experimen-
tally obtained knowledge about relationships of 15 genes in A.
thaliana ﬂower development process to predict development sce-
narios using Boolean networks approach (Type 4 algorithm). Sankar
et al. [127] built a model to predict states of the components
from auxin and brassinosteroid signaling networks in A. thaliana
by applying Boolean logic approach (Type 4 algorithm) and then
transformed the resulting discrete network representation to a
set of ordinary differential equations (Type 5 algorithm) to obtain
quantitative predictions. Cruz-Ramirez et al. [128] investigated the
dynamics of asymmetric cell division within the A. thaliana root by
analyzing a system of nonlinear differential equations for 7 inter-
acting complexes (Type 5 output). The analysis predicted a bistable
behavior of the process. Finally, Pokhilko et al. [129] reﬁned the
interaction model describing circadian rhythms in A. thaliana by
modeling the process with a system of nonlinear ODEs (Type 5
output).
Similarities in regulatory processes on a genomic level allow
for the application of computational approaches that were devel-
oped for non-plant species. Some computational approaches are
available in software packages. An extensive use of these pack-
ages shows that even if a technique was developed and tested
for one species, it can be applied to a similar dataset from
another species. Examples of these approaches are brieﬂy described
here. Vermeirssen et al. [130] combined the Learning Module
Networks algorithm [131] developed for yeast, Context Likelihood
of Relatedness algorithm [132] tested on Escherichia coli, and Dou-
ble Two-way t-tests algorithm tested on E. coli to identify oxidative
stress regulatory transcription factors in A. thaliana (Type 3 output).
The Algorithm for the Reconstruction of Gene Regulatory Networks
(ARACNE) [58] was developed to infer transcriptional regulations
in human B cells, but then used for other applications including
the inference of transcriptional interactions underlying root devel-
opment and physiological processes in A. thaliana [133] (Type 3
output). Other software packages that showed the ability to recover
gene regulatory networks from transcriptomic data include CLR
[132], MRNET [134], C3NET [57], and ARTIVA [135]. The Dialogue
on Reverse Engineering Assessment and Methods (DREAM) project
attempted to compare such GRN inference methods applied to
E. coli, Staphylococcus aureus,  Saccharomyces cerevisiae and in silico
microarray data [136]. The authors discovered that these methods
have complementary advantages and limitations under different
contexts. In the case of multicellular organisms, the performance
of techniques has so far been measured based on goals achieved
for a speciﬁc application. Such performance is difﬁcult to compare
between methods since goals and applications are often diverse.
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. Conclusions
We  presented a classiﬁcation of computational algorithms
ased on the type of information they aim to infer. This struc-
ure was used to describe approaches in the literature that have
een used to gain insight into biological processes of interest
ased on transcriptomics data. Examples of existing computational
pproaches applied to plant stress transcriptional datasets demon-
trated a pattern of transition between algorithms of different types
displayed graphically in Fig. 5). This progression demonstrates that
he quality of predictions made by an algorithm in the scope of a
omputational approach often depends on the quality of predic-
ions made by a preceding algorithm as well as on the quality of the
riginal biological data. Based on available algorithms and example
mplementations, we can state that even though both stress related
ene identiﬁcation and grouping algorithms (Type 1 and Type 2)
re still evolving, conﬁdence in Type 2 algorithm predictions is
ufﬁcient to allow for a transition to causality inference (Type 3).
ype 3 algorithms have the potential to supply Type 4 and Type
 algorithms with information about the structure of gene regula-
ory networks. This information will reduce the number of possible
unctional relationships to consider for these types of algorithms
ramatically and thus allow for the increase in scope and predic-
ive power. Therefore, the perspective transitions shown in Fig. 5
ill likely appear more often in future computational approaches
s reliability of Type 3 algorithms predictions increase.
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